
  

  

FIRST LOOK! 

We are excited to premiere our new video highlighting the value 
of the students, faculty, and research happening now at the Naval 

Postgraduate School! 

 

Watch Now! 

 

https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/4EEDA655-E807-492C-AD5D-CB34D21142AE/c
https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/46EFA812-2490-403A-A4FF-BC4B7DFBDCB4/c
https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/2E642CD0-3B4C-4681-B938-16F14F2FB128/c


Thank you to video contributors: Marine Col. Randy Pugh, Navy Cmdr. (SEAL) Justin Davis, 
Army Maj. Domonique Hittner, Dr. Britta Hale, Dr. Gio Minelli and NPS Foundation Vice 

President Todd Lyons. 
  

  
 

  

 

 TMGcore is matching all donations to the NPS Foundation through the end of the year up 
to $50k. Make your secure end of year donations now through 

our JustGiving campaign, PayPal or the NPS Foundation website.  
 

  

  

Alumni Spotlight 

From a pool of more than 12,000 candidates, two of our Naval Postgraduate School alumni 
are among the 10 selectees in the 2021 NASA Astronaut Candidate Class.   

  

https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/6015990A-8BC7-401E-9D38-11F551621646/c
https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/86D40FB7-83DA-4CCF-87E0-D6F18E0D2C5F/c
https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/6A01F221-51F6-4EA0-AC54-8393D98F8D3F/c
https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/E58D5E06-C8F2-4C0D-A3F1-B1D853472BDA/c


 

Photo Credit: NASA 

U.S. Navy Lt. Cmdr. Jessica Wittner, MS in 
aerospace engineering '18, was selected by NASA 
to join the 2021 Astronaut Candidate Class. She 
reports for duty in January 2022. She previously 
had a distinguished career serving on active duty 
as a U.S. naval aviator and test pilot. Wittner was 
commissioned as a naval officer through an 
enlisted-to-officer commissioning program, and 
has served operationally flying F/A-18s with VFA-
34 in Virginia Beach, Virginia, and VFA-151 in 
Lemoore, California, she also worked as a test pilot 
and project officer with VX-31 in China Lake, 
California. Read More.  

 

 

 

Photo Credit: NASA 

Retired Marine Corps Maj. Luke Delaney, MS in 
aerospace engineering '16, was selected by NASA 
to join the 2021 Astronaut Candidate Class. He 
reports for duty in January 2022. The Florida native 
was a distinguished naval aviator participating in 
exercises throughout the Asia Pacific region and 
conducting combat missions in support of 
Operation Enduring Freedom. As a test pilot, he 
executed numerous flights evaluating weapon 
system integrations and served as a test pilot 
instructor. At the time of his selection as an 
Astronaut Candidate, Delaney worked as a 
Research Pilot at NASA’s Langley Research 
Center. Read More.  

 

  

  
 

  

NPS President Ann Rondeau: 
Celebrating 70 years of NPS in Monterey  

  

https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/6258A140-19EC-497C-96E7-FE8A8F88B7B5/c
https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/AA940021-F98F-4963-8EA2-D8ED5850B84D/c


  

 

"Years of partnership, visionary leadership and 
commitment to our national defense continue today 
from current local, regional and national leaders 
who have helped to make the Naval Postgraduate 
School the leading institution it is while making 
faculty, staff and students feel welcome and proud 
to call Monterey home." 
  
Read the rest of NPS President retired Vice Adm. 
Ann E. Rondeau's thank you to the Monterey 
Peninsula in this  Monterey Herald Guest 
Commentary: Read More. 

  

  
 

  

Announcing the 2021 recipient of the Mauz and Warner 
Distinguished Leadership Award: VALERIE JENSEN 

The Mauz and Warner Distinguished Leadership Award recognizes individuals and 
organizations that have provided significant leadership in support of the mission of the 

NPS Foundation & Alumni Association. 
  

Valerie (Val) Jensen is the special projects 
coordinator at the Naval Postgraduate School 
Foundation. She began working for the NPS 
Foundation in 1991 and has contributed to the 
growth and success of our work in more ways than 
can be counted. Val is the longest-serving employee 
as she is now completing her 30th year. Val has 
played a significant role in the  Foundation’s annual 
events. Our events would not have achieved the 
level of success we now enjoy without Val’s 
commitment, creativity and thoughtful 
planning. Read More. 

 

  

 

 

  
 

  

In Case You Missed It: 

https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/ECEFFE1E-A345-49CC-8E20-16C8A2D2DDA2/c
https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/042DC50C-5E9D-4118-913D-34C330C1D48D/c


Beating China to 5G is Critical to U.S. Security 

NASA Selects New Astronaut Recruits to Train for Future Missions 
  

  
 

  

SHOP NPS GEAR 
ONLINE  

 

In-store pick-up available for 
local orders. The shop is now 
open Monday through Friday 

from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Questions about the shop or 
the merchandise available? 

Contact the Peacock 
Shop Manager. 

Shop NPS Gear 

 

 

 

SHOP WITH 
AMAZONSMILE 

 

When you order through 
AmazonSmile, Amazon 

donates 0.5 percent of your 
purchase price to the NPS 
Foundation, equipping our 

nation's premier defense 
education and research 

institution!   

Shop on 
AmazonSmile 

 

 

 

"PATHWAY TO THE 
FUTURE" 

 

Make your mark on the NPS 
campus with a custom brick 

on our “Pathway to the 
Future,” a unique, lasting way 
to remember and mark your 

connection to NPS. 

  

Design Your Brick 

 

 

 

 

Connect with us!  
 

          

 
 

  

https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/230BB1AA-DB34-488C-9E8B-06010DB25101/c
https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/5660FA7B-C64E-4893-8270-1F65171EAB7D/c
https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/0B4E348E-B708-4DD6-AB78-FAEC14840996/c
https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/E09B5F2B-7D4B-40C6-912D-AD03221B313B/c
https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/8093E7A8-144F-4708-8150-45CB649EEB60/c
https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/80E9A1AB-E9C4-4704-B69C-817A7ADC06DC/c
https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/915DD172-420C-4FFA-ADF2-287076022614/c
https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/87CD55D3-B03D-4988-8A58-B1659020472A/c
mailto:kawoodson@npsfoundation.org?subject=Arrange%20time%20to%20shop
https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/F5F68F8E-AB32-41EF-97E2-E5003683AE38/c
https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/BC6EC92F-DEC9-4819-96D1-F147A84BF28B/c
https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/BC6EC92F-DEC9-4819-96D1-F147A84BF28B/c
https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/D866CABF-CC58-483E-8D51-EE0C27C483FF/c


Your gift helps produce the Leaders, Technologies, and Ideas 
our Nation needs to keep our service members 

safe abroad and us all safe at home. 

Thank you for your generosity! 

Make a Donation 

 

 

  

Unsubscribe 

NPS Foundation & Alumni Association 

Physical Address: 283 Cottage Way Monterey, CA 93943 - Mailing Address: PO Box 8626 
Monterey, CA 93943 

  

  

 

https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/5D8776E7-2743-48EA-9153-E6145BC60613/c
https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/oo
https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020/r/EBCD44B8-478F-4233-B6B3-78CD9839F020_50f95c44-ccff-4ccd-92fd-8d2f0c30d8ad/l/1931EC8C-CD2F-4095-AC14-42D25F24001E/c

